Consider types built up from a base type 0 using the operation ~. A type a is reducible to a type ~, notation a <~ z, iff there exists a closed term M in tr ~ ~ such that for all closed N1, N2 in a we have NI = ¢~,N 2 ¢~ MNI = I~,MN2. Two types are equivalent iff each is reducible to the other. In (Statman, 1980 , in "To H, B. Curry:
INTRODUCTION
DEFINITION-NOTATION 1. Type, the set of types, is inductively defined as follows: (l)0eType; (2) a, z~Type~a~zeType.
A t is the set of all typed 2-terms.
A type a is reducible to a type z, notation a <~ z, iff there exists a closed term M in tr ~ z such that for all closed terms N1, N 2 in a NI = ~N2 ~ MNI = ~nMN2. a and z are equivalent if each is reducible to the other.
We denote the equivalence class of a by [a] and define 
~-(((o~o)~o)~o)~o~o, v-(o~o)~ (o~o)--,o~o.
In [Statman, 1980] 
Note that 0 represents the types with no closed terms. After co + 2 there is a question mark in Statman's theorem because it is not clear whether the reducibility "v ~< #" is strict. We shall show that indeed v </~, i.e., not/~ ~< v. As a consequence, the question mark may be omitted and we can conclude that the types are well ordered in type co + 3. THEOREM 2. /~ is not reducible to v.
THE PROOF OF THE THEOREM
We start with some notations and definitions. Then in Lemmas 7 and 8 we determine the syntactic form of closed terms of type/~ ~ v. Lemma 9 is a technical but central lemma in the proof. From these three lemmas we deduce Proposition 12 by a rather simple induction argument and the theorem follows as Corollary 13. (ii) u is a fixed variable of type #.
(iii) ~" is a fixed collection of variables of types 0, 1, and 2, infinitely many variables of each type: (1) ne~=*.ne~¢;
,,~ is the collection of terms defined by:
(1) ne:U~ne~; 
with MiE0, Mi in long flr/-normal form, and FV(Mi)c(~//~u{u}) for i= 1,2.
In case (1) the result is immediate. In cases (2)- (4) (
ii) There exist P j E ~ and P2 E ~ such that for each H E 2, (2F. L)(Ag-g(ng)) = PI(HP2). (In this case g should be taken outside FV(H).)
Proof By induction on the generation of L in d:
Then (2F.L)(2g.g(Hg))=n, so (i) holds with P-2n'.n'.
L-fL'.
We distinguish two cases for L': Hg) )=Pn for some PE~ and each HE2.
L=-F'(2n '.L'). We may suppose n'¢FV(H). Again we distinguish two cases for L':
Suppose n' -n. We show that (ii) in thelemma holds for
(a) F' ~ F. This case is trivial again.
n'. Px(HP2))= PI(HP2).
Notation-Definition 10. Yl e ((0 ~ 0) ~ 0) ~ 0 and Y2 6 0 are variables. .y~(2gt.g~(y~(2g2.g2(g~yz) )))ep for i= 1, 2.
Mi=2yly2
(Note that Mi is a closed term.)
We are going to prove that for each closed U e p ~ v the term UMi does not depend on i (modulo//q-conversion). We start with a lemma on M,
LEMMA 1 1. For each L I , L2 ~ ~¢ and F ~ "U the term Mi( 2F . L ~ ) L 2 does not depend on i (modulo flrl-conversion ).
Proof Let Gi = 2f~f2n "fin for i= 1, 2. Then M~= )~ya Y2" Y~ (,~gx "g~(Y~(2g2 .gE(G,g~ g2 Y2) ))) and M,(2F. L~) L2 = (2F. L~)(2g I -g~((2F. L1)(2g 2 .gE(G~g~ g2L2)))).
We apply Lemma 9 to L = L1.
Case 1.
each He 2 WIL DEKKERS 9(i) holds for L~: There exist Pe~ and ne~t f such that for (2F. L~ )(2g-g(Hg)) = Pn, Take g =gl and H= 2g'-(2F-L1) (, ~g2 .gz(Gig'g2L2) 
=PI (PI(P2L2) 
